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A new formula for the genus of certain function fields is given. A key role is played by the 
notion of the gaps at a place of the function field. The methods used are purely algebraic and 
the conSlant field is allowed to be quite arbitrary. 
Introduction 
New interest in the theory of algebraic function fields in one variable has arisen 
recently due to their applications to coding theory as discovered by Goppa [3]. 
Stimulated by this we have been led to analyze certain function fields where the 
genus can be calculated by a rather simple formula. For specific examples, see 
Theorems 4 and 5 in the last section. In these cases we start with a function field 
R, XER and R'=R(y) wherey satisfies an equation of the formy”=xory’‘-y=x-, 
with conditions on n and the constant field of R. The formula then gives g’, the 
genus of R', in terms of g, the genus of R, and other data associated with X. We 
note that fields of this kind have also been considered by Hasse [4], but from a 
rather different point of view. In particular our genus formula and the determina- 
tion of the gaps do not appear there. For coding theory one is interested in the case 
where the constant field is a finite field. In this paper however, we do not make any 
applications to coding theory and our methods and results are quite general. As 
background for this paper we assume only the foundations of the algebraic theory 
of algebraic function fields, essentially the first two chapters of Chevalley’s book 
[1] along with the first few pages of Chapter IV dealing with extensions of finite 
degree. In terminology and notation we generally follow [l]. 
1. Preliminaries: gaps and their sizes 
Let K, be a field and R an extension field of K,. We recall that R is called a field 
of algebraic functions in one variable (briefly: a function field) over K, if R con- 
tains an element X, transcendental over K,, such that R is an algebraic extension of 
finite degree over K,(x). It follows then that the elements of R which are algebraic 
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over K0 form a field K, finite algebraic over K,, and every element of R not in K 
is transcendental over K; thus K is relatively algebraically closed in R. K is called 
the (exact) field of constants of R and R is a function field over K. Unless otherwise 
mentioned, the statement that R is a function field over the field K will be under- 
stood to mean that K is the exact constant field of R. Elements of R are often refer- 
red to as functions and elements of K as constants. 
Let now R be a function field over the constant field K. 
Let P be a place of R; Op denotes the valuation ring of P and _ZP= Op/P is the 
residue field at P. Zp is an extension of K of finite degree and this degree, [_ZP : K], 
is called the degree of P. vp denotes the normalized order function (discrete valua- 
tion) associated with P. We write divisors multiplicatively. If A is a divisor, L(A) 
denotes the space of functions in R which are multiples of A; L(A) is a finite- 
dimensional vector space over K, /(A) denoting the dimension. We use the 
Riemann-Roth theorem in the form 
/(A-‘) = deg(A) + 1 -g + 6(A), (1) 
where deg(A) is the degree of the divisor A, g the genus of R and 6(A) is the dimen- 
sion of the space of differentials of R which are multiples of A. 
A non-standard notation that will be useful is IMP for the set of functions in R 
which have no poles at any place other than P. XE Mp iff vQ(x) 2 0 for all places 
Q# P. Since any function that is not a constant has at least one pole, x~A4~ im- 
plies vP(x) < 0 unless x E K. MI-, has the following two obvious descriptions: 
(2) 
MP is a subring of R and a vector space over K, but not finite dimensional. 
Now, after these preliminaries fix a function field R/K of genus g and let P be 
a place of R of degree d. For each integer k, let Ll, = L(P-“) and lk = dim L,. Since 
L,_,CL, we have Orlk_l~~Ik and we define dk=lk-lk_,; thus d,+>O. When 
necessary to indicate the dependence on P, we write d(k, P) for dk . Clearly dk = 
dim(L,/L,_ ,), so that dh is the maximum number of K-linearly independent func- 
tions in L, modulo L,_, and Ilc=lh_,-+dx-, For k<O, Lk={O} and l,=O, dk=O. 
For k = 0, Lo = K, I, = 1 and do = 1. Now let k be a positive integer. We claim dk 5 d. 
For let x1,..., x,. E L, be linearly independent modulo Lk_ , . Then in particular 
v,(x;)=-k for i=l,..., r so vP(xj/xI) = 0 and x,/x1 E OP. If r> d, the r elements 
x,/x, mod P are K-linearly dependent in .ZP, so there exist c,, . . . , C,E K, not all 
zero, such that y= Cr=, c,(x,/xl)=O (mod P). Thus v,(y)> 1, v,(C:'=, CiXl)= 
vp(y) + v,,(x,) L 1 - k = -(k - 1) showing that CT=, c,x; E L,_ , , contrary to our 
assumption. Thus rs d and so d,rd as claimed. 
This suggests the following definition. An integer k> 0 is called a gap at P if 
d,<d and a non-gap if dk =d. Indeed, dk is the number of linearly independent 
new functions obtained in going from L,_ I to L,, i.e. by allowing a pole of order 
k at P rather than just a pole of order k - 1. When dk = d we obtain the maximum 
possible, while if d,<d we are ‘missing’ d- dk linearly independent functions. We 
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call d- dk the size of the gap at P, denoting it as gap-size (k, P). Thus a non-gap 
may be considered as a gap with gap-size equal to zero. The basic result concerning 
gap-sizes is 
,i, gap-size (k, P) = g. (3) 
This is the key ingredient in our formula for the genus later on. There will be in- 
stances where the gap-sizes can be computed for a particular place of the function 
field and thereby one can get the genus. For the proof of (3), note that (1) applied 
to the divisor A = P”, k a positive integer, yields 
I,=kd+ 1 -g-t&P”). (4) 
Since the degree of the divisor of a differential is 2g- 2, S(P’) =0 whenever 
deg(P”)=kd>2g-2. Thus if g=O we have I,=kd+ 1 for all k>O and k,= 1 so 
that dk = 1, -I,_ l = d for all k> 0. Thus gap-size (k, P) = 0, there are no gaps when 
g=O and (3) holds. Assume now g>O. If kr2g- 1, then deg(P”)=kdrk>2g-2 
so that I,=kd+l-g. Thus if kr2g, then k-1?2g-1 and dk=lk-lk_,= 
(kd + l-g) - ((k - 1)d + 1 -g) = d so that all kr 2g are non-gaps and the gaps can 
occur only among the integers 1,2, . . . , 2g- 1. Now taking k=2g- 1 we have 
G%- l)d+ 1 -g=&, =12g_z+d2p_, 
= 12, 3 + d2,q 2 + by _ , 
Using I,= 1 gives d, +d2 + ... +d2g_,=(2g-l)d-g, or ciL;‘(d-d,)=g. Since 
gap-size (k, P) = d - dk and gap-size (k, P) = 0 for k 2 2g this proves (3). 
Aside from (3) and the fact that the gaps occur among 1,2, . . . ,2g - 1 (for g> 0) 
the gaps seem quite unpredictable. We can though make a few observations. 
(a) If g= 1, then 2g- 1 = 1 and there is only one gap at P when k= 1, having 
d, = d- 1 and gap-size (1, P) = 1; this follows directly from the above results. Thus 
gaps are interesting only for g> 1. 
Assume now gr2. 
(b) If dz2g- 1, then d, =d-g and dk =d for k22, so there is only one gap at 
P, at k=l, of size g. 
This follows from (4) on noting that deg(P”) = kdzd>2g-2 for all k> 1, so 
that 6(P”)=O and so l,=kd+ 1 -g for krl; thus /,=d+l-g=/,+d,=l+d, 
shows that d, = d-g and the rest is immediate. Thus gaps are interesting only for 
places P whose degree d satisfies 15 ds 2g - 2. 
(c) If k, m are positive integers and d,,, > 0, then dk + ,)? 2 dk. 
This is obvious if dk = 0. Otherwise, let xi, . . . , xdl be in L,, linearly independent 
modulo Lk_,. Since d,,,>O, there exists YE L,,, with v,(y)=-m. Clearly, now 
yx,, . . . , yxdL E L, + ,?, and they are linearly independent modulo L, + ,)1 _ , , which 
gives the result. In particular, taking m = 1, if d, > 0 (i.e. there is a function XE R 
having a pole of order 1 at P and no other poles), then dk+ , L dk for all kz 1. 
(d) k= 1 is always a gap at P. 
For if not, dl = d> 0 and then, as we have just seen, dk 2 dk_, L ... 2 d, = d for all 
kz 1 which implies d,=d and so there are no gaps at P, which contradicts (3). 
In the classical case, K =C, the field of complex numbers, and the places of R 
can be identified with the points of a compact Riemann surface and the elements 
of R are then just the meromorphic functions on this Riemann surface. In this case 
all places of R have degree d= 1. Thus k is a gap at P iff dk =0 (i.e. there is no 
meromorphic function having a pole of order k at P and no other poles) which is 
iff gap-size (k, P) = 1. It follows then from our above results that the gaps at P occur 
among 1,2, . . . , 2g- 1 and the number of gaps is precisely g. However, in this case 
there is a strong global result called the Weierstrass gap theorem (see [2, pp. 78-851) 
which states that for all but a finite number of places the gaps are precisely the 
integers 1,2, . . . , g. The exceptional points are called the Weierstrass points of the 
Riemann surface and there are at least 2g + 2 and at most g3 -g of them. Attempts 
have been made to find a suitable analogue of this result for the general algebraic 
case, where K is not C, but there appears to be no definitive result. Thus we have 
refrained from introducing the term ‘Weierstrass point’ in our discussion. 
2. The main theorem 
Suppose R, R’ are both function fields over the same constant field K and that R’ 
is an algebraic extension of R of finite degree n = [R’ : R]. We recall that in this 
situation, for each place P of R there are a finite number of places P’ of R’ lying 
over it, each has associated with it a ramification index e=e(P’/P), so that 
vP,(x) = ev,(x) for all XE R, and relative degree f=f(P’/P) so that [ZP : Zp] =f. 
Also C,,e(P’/P)f(P’/P) = n, where P’ ranges over the places of R’ lying over P. 
Assume now P is a place of R of degree d over which lies a place P’ of R’ having 
e(P’/P) = n. Then P’ must be the only place of R’ lying over P, f(P’/P) = 1 and 
hence deg P’= [21pz : K] = [Z,, : Z,,][C, : K] = d, so deg P’= d also. We summarize 
this briefly by saying R’ is fully ramified over R at P’ over P. Then with M=M, 
as defined previously, let M’=M,, be the corresponding subring of R’. Then it is 
easily seen that M = M’n R, in particular MC M’. Thus M’ may be regarded as an 
M-module. We say that ye, y,, . . . , y,_ , EM’ form a basis for M’ (over M) if every 
z EM’ has a unique expression as z = cr:,r u,yi with all ui E M. In general there is 
no guarantee that a basis exists; M’ need not be a free M-module. In the following 
theorem we use the customary notation, 0 is the empty set and for a real number 
c, [c] denotes the largest integer SC. 
Theorem 1. Let R’ be fully rutnified over R at P’ over P; [R’ : R] =n, deg P= 
d = deg P’. Suppose that M’ has a basis y,, y,, . . . , y,, ~, over M such that the integers 
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mi = -vp,(yi), 0 5 is n - 1, form a complete set of residues mod n. Then one of the 
mi is zero and the rest are positive. Permuting the y; if necessary we assume m. = 0 
and mi>O for i>O. Let g be the genus of R, g’ the genus of R’. If g>O, let 
H= (1 =h,<h,<.+. < h, I 2g - 1) be the gaps at P. Let H’ be the set of gaps at P’ 
and for 0~ is n - 1 let H,! be those gaps at P’ which are zmi (mod n). Then 
H’ = IJ?:d H,! and each Hi’ may be decomposed as H[ _ U HL o U Hi: + where Hi: _ , 
H&, Hi: + are those gaps at P’ in H,! which are <mi, =mi, >mi, respectively. These 
are given explicitly as folio ws : 
H,I-=O if tn;<n, 
otherwise 
H,t- = {m-jn Ij= 1,2, . . . . [mj/n]} 
and each integer in H,: is a gap of size d; 
H,:,,=O if i=O or d= 1, 
otherwise H,:,= {m,} and m, is a gap of size d- 1; 
I$+ =0 ij-g=o, 
otherwise 
H/‘+={m;+nh,lj=1,2 ,,.., s}, 
and m, + nh,, is a gap of size = gap-ske(hj, P). Finally, the genus of R’ is given by 
+(d- l)(n- l)+ng. (5) 
Proof. Throughout this section i refers to an integer in the range 91, . . , , n - 1. Since 
y,EM’, m, = -v,,(yi) 20. Since the m, are all distinct, at most one of them is zero 
and the rest are positive. Let z E M’, z;tO, z = Cyld uiyi with ui EM. At least one 
u,#O and for any Ui#O, 
vP,(ujyi) = vPZ(u,) + vP,(yi) = nvr(u,) - mj = -m, (mod n). 
Thus the values v,,,(~l,y,) lie in different residue classes mod n, hence are all 
distinct. It follows then that for any ZEM’ 
v,,(z)=min {nv,(u,)-m;], (6) 
and if z#O, there is a unique index i= I, say, for which the minimum is attained. 
Applying this to z= 1 E KCM’, there is an index I such that O= ~~~(1) =
nv,(u,)-m,<nvt,(u,)-m, for all ifl. Since u,EM, v,(u,)lO, also -mtSO, so 
this is possible only if m, = 0, v,(u,) = 0, so that uI = c E K, c# 0 while for if I we 
must have u;=O, vP(u,) =+a. Thus 1 =c7yl and yl is a constant. After a suitable 
permutation of the y, we may assume that m, =O, y. is a constant and m,>O for 
i>O, as claimed. One may even normalize y,= 1 if desired. 
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To find the gaps at P’ we have to evaluate d(k, P’) = dim&;/L;_ r) for positive 
k. Here ~5; denotes L(P’-k). Given k, fix the index I by the condition k= ml 
(mod n) and set r=(k-m,)/n, so r is an integer, not necessarily positive and 
k = nr + ml. For z = Crz,i U;yi EM’, Ui E M, set ui = ui(z) to show the dependence on 
z. Clearly z -+ u;(z) is a K-linear map of M’ to M. If z E Lb, there are two possibi- 
lities: 
(a) ZEL~_ ,, vP,(z): -k, so that by (6), nv,(u;(z))-mj> -k for all i, hence in 
particular nv,(ur(z))- m,> -k so that v,(u,(z))>(-k+ m,)/n = -r. 
(b) z$&,, v,‘(z)= -k so that by (6) there is an index j such that 
-k= nV,(Uj) - mj. Since then ml= k= mj (mod n), we must have j= I. Thus 
nv,(u,(z)) - ml = -k and 
v,(u,(z)>=(-k+m,)/n = -r. 
Thus in either case, vP(u,(z))? -r, so u[(z) E L,. Consider the mapping T: Li --f 
L,/L,._ I obtained by following the map Li+ L, given by z -+ U,(Z) with the projec- 
tion L,.-t L,./L,_ 1. T is K-linear and z is in the kernel of T iff U,(Z)E L,_, which 
by (a), (b) above is true iff ZE L;i- 1. Thus T induces an isomorphism of Li/L.i._ j 
into L,./L,._, . But T is also surjective, for any element of L,/L,- l is a coset of the 
form u + .Z.,_ I) u E L,, and it is easily seen that uy, E Lk, T(uy,) = u + L,._ I. Thus T 
induces an isomorphism of Lk/Li_, with L,./J!,,_~; in particular these spaces have 
the same dimension, hence 
d(k, P’) = d(r, P). (7) 
To summarize, starting with the positive integer k, the integer r in (7) is uniquely 
determined by k = nr + m,, for the unique ml= k (mod n). 
We now reverse direction. Fix an index i and consider positive integers k=rn; 
(mod n). As i ranges over 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, each positive integer k is encountered exactly 
once. Among the positive k=mj (mod n) there may be those which are cm;, =Ini, 
or >mi. If k<lni, then r=(k-m,)/n<O so d(k,P’)=d(r,P)=O and k is a gap of 
size cf. These k form the set H[:_. When i= 0, m. = 0 and there are no positive 
k<m, so HA,_ =0. When i>O, the positive k=m, (mod n) which are <yI?i have the 
form k=m-jn, isjsm,/n. For i>O, mj+mo=O (modn) so that lcjr[mi/n]. 
If m, < n, there are no such j, so H,: _ = 0. For m, L n, H,: _ consists of the [m;/n] in- 
tegers k= m,--jH, 15.j~ [m;/n], each a gap of size d at P’. 
When is k= mj a gap? First we need k>O, so necessarily i>O. Then r = 
(k - mi)/n = 0, SO d(mi, P’) = d(0, P) = 1. If d= 1, this shows mi is not a gap while 
if d> 1, mi is a gap of size d - 1. This describes the set H,:, as stated in the theorem. 
Now consider integers k=rn; (mod n) which are >mi. These have the form 
k = m, + rzr with r positive. Since d(k, P’) = d(r, P), k is a gap at P’ iff r = kj, a gap at 
P. Thus the gaps in H,: + are the integers k = rn; + nhj, 1 <j _( s, and gap-size(k, P’) = 
gap-size(h,, P). If g = 0, there are no gaps at P and so H,: + = 0. This completes the 
description of the gaps at P’ as stated in the theorem. 
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To get the genus formula (5) we use (3). For a finite set X let IX/ denote the 
number of elements in X. We have seen that for 01 isn - I, If&_1 = [mi/n], each 
element of H,{ having gap-size d. For i> 0 and d> 1, Hii = { mj > is a gap of size 
d - 1. Taking also into account the description of H,: + we then have 
g’= kE, gap-size(k, P’) 
I,- I II I n-l 7 
= c IH,:_ld+ c lH,:,l(d- l)+ c 1 gap-size(h,,P) 
/=o i= I i=o .;= 1 
II- 1 
+(d-1) c lH,:,,l+w 
/=I 
since CJ=, gap-size(h,, P) =g. Now C:‘:,’ lH,loi =O if d = 1 and equals n - 1 if d> 1, 
so that (d- 1) Et:,’ lH,:,l= (d- l)(n - 1) . m all cases. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 0 
In many applications the numbers mj have the form mi, m a positive integer 
relatively prime to n. In this case the corresponding sum Cyl,r [mi/n] can be 
evaluated explicitly. Presumably this is well known but we have not found a conve- 
nient reference for it, so we include a proof here. 
Lemma. Let m, I? be positive integers and let c = (m, n). Then 
(m - l)(n - 1) + (c- 1) 
2 2 . 
(8) 
Proof. Let S(m, n) = Cy:d [/k/n]. For i = 0, 1, . . . , n- 1, writemi=q,n+r,, Osr,<n. 
Then q, = [mi/n] and S(m, n) = C:zd q,. Thus 
,1 I II- I 
m 1 i= nS(m, n) + C ri. (9) 
I=0 r=O 
Since Cyi)r i= (n - l)n/2, it suffices to evaluate C:z)I r,. Set m = 44, n = ciV, 
(M,N)=1.Thenri~O(modc),sor,=cRj,O~R,<N,Mi=qjN+R,sothat~~~R, 
(mod N). Since (M, N) = 1, as i ranges over a complete set of residues mod N, so 
does A4i and hence so does R;. But Or Ri< N, so that as i ranges over a complete 
set of residues mod N, Rj ranges over 0, 1, . . . , N- 1. As i ranges over 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 
it covers a complete set of residues mod N exactly c times, thus Cy:i r, = c C:‘:,r R; = 
c(c C,!=&‘j) = c*(N- l)N/2. The result now follows from (9) after a little manipula- 
tion. 0 
A more elegant proof can be given by interpreting the sum S(m,n) as a certain 
count of lattice points, along the lines of argument occurring in one of the proofs 
of quadratic reciprocity. We leave it as an exercise for the reader. Note that as a 
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consequence of (8) we have the symmetry S(m,n)=S(n,m) which is not obvious 
from the definition. 
Corollary. If in Theorem 1, each mj = mi, m relatively prime to n, then 
g’= 
d(m - l)(n - 1) 
2 
+(d- l)(n- l)+ng. 0 (10) 
This is immediate from the genus formula and (8). The formula (10) has a curious 
consequence. Suppose mi= mi as in the corollary and the place P has degree 1, 
d= 1. Then g’= (m - l)(n - 1)/2 + ng. If g = 0, then by Theorem 1 the only nonempty 
set of gaps are the H,:_ = {mi-jn 1 15 is [mi/n]} and so the largest gap occurring 
iswheni=n-1,j=1yieldingm(n-1)-n=(~n-l)(n-1)-1=2g’-1.Thus2g’-1 
is a gap at P’, the largest possible gap. Similarly, suppose g>O and that 2g- 1 is 
a gap at P. Thus h, = 2g - 1 and the largest gap at P’ in H,: + is of the form mi + nh,5 
so the largest gap at P’ is m(n - 1) + n(2g - 1) = m(n - 1) + 2ng - 1 = 2g’- 1. 
3. Fully ramified fields 
Theorem 1 is not useful unless we can exhibit fields satisfying its hypotheses. The 
following theorem will be helpful for that purpose: 
Theorem 2. Let R be a function field over K. Let F(Y) = Yn + a, _ , Y”- ’ + ... + 
al Y+~,,E R[Y], a manic polynomial with coefficients in R. Suppose there is a 
place P of R such that 
(a)a,,a, ,..., a,,-,EOp; vP(aj)20for liisn-1. 
(b) a, has a pole of order m at P; vp(aO) = -m < 0. 
(c) (m, n) = 1. 
Then F(Y) is irreducible in R[ Y]. If a root y of F is adjoined to R to form R’= R(y), 
then [R’ : R] = n and R’ is a function field, whose constant field K’ is an algebraic 
extension of K of finite degree. There is a unique place P’ of R’ lying over P and 
it has e(P’/P)=n, f(P’/P)= 1. 
Also vP(y) = -m = v,(a,). 
Proof. Let H(Y) be an irreducible factor of F( Y) in R[ Y], deg H( Y) = h, 15 h I n. 
Adjoin a root y of H to R to form R’= R(y), [R’ : R] = h. R’ being a finite algebraic 
extension of R implies that it is a function field over K, but K is now not necessarily 
the exact field of constants for R’. Rather the constant field for R’ is the set of 
elements of R’ that are algebraic over K, and the general theory assures us that this 
field K’ is an algebraic extension of K of finite degree. Now RI/K’ is an extension 
of R/K in the sense of function fields (see [ 1, Chapter IV]) and the facts about places 
of R’ lying over places of R as described earlier continue to hold in this situation. 
Let then P’ be a place of R’ lying over P, e= e(P’/P), f =f(P’/P). Then 15 ei 
h 5 n. For 15 i 5 n - 1, v&a;) = evp(ai) 2 0 while v,,(a,) = evp(aO) = -em. Since H is 
a factor of F and H(y)=O, also F(y)=O, so -a,=a,y+~~~+a,_,y”~‘+y”. If 
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vP,(y)?O, then each term on the right is in OF, hence so is aO, a contradiction. 
Thus vP,(y)<O, v~,(Y)=-k<O, say. Then v,,(y”)=-nk while for llisn- 1, 
v~~(cz,_Y’) =evP(ai) -ik> -nk, so the above equation for --a0 shows vPz(aO) = 
v~,(_Y’), or -em = -nk. Since n 1 em and we assume (n, m) = 1, this implies n 1 e, 
hence rile. But we have then es hsnse which shows e=n and h =n. Thus the 
irreducible factor H has the same degree as F, so F is irreducible and R’= R(y) is 
obtained by adjoining a root of F, [R’ : R] = n. e = n implies f = 1. Finally, em = nk 
shows k = m, vp,(y) = vp(q,). This completes the proof. 0 
In Theorem 1 we assumed that R’also had constant field K. The following lemma 
gives us a sufficient condition to assure that K’= K: 
Lemma. Let RI/K’ be an extension of R/K with R’ an algebraic extension of R of 
finite degree n. Suppose there is a place P’ of R’ lying over a place P of R such that 
(a) f(P’/P) = 1 
(b) the degree of P, d, is relatively prime to n; (d, n) = 1. 
Then K’=K. 
Proof. We have [ZP, : K] = [Zp, : Zp][Zp : K] = f(P’/P)d = d. On the other hand, 
[JI,, : K] = [Z,,, : K’][K’ : K] so that [K’ : K] 1 d. Now KC R c R’ and K is relatively 
algebraically closed in R. Let t E K’, so t E R’ and is algebraic over K. We claim 
[K(t) : K] = [R(t) : R]. Granting this for the moment, since [R(t) : R] 1 [R’ : R] =n, it 
follows that [K(t) : K] 1 n. But also [K(t) : K] / [K’ : K] 1 d. Thus [K(t) : K] is a com- 
mon divisor of n and d, hence is equal to 1, by our assumption that (d, n) = 1. Thus 
t E K and K’= K. The claim made above follows from the following: 
Let A C BC C be a tower of fields, A relatively algebraically closed in B. Let c E C 
be algebraic over A. Then the minimal polynomial of c over A is also the minimal 
polynomial of c over B. In particular [A(c) : A] = [B(c) : B]. 
To see this, let f(X) E A [X] be the minimal polynomial of c over A and g(x) the 
minimal polynomial of c over B. Clearly g(X) 1 f(X) in B[X]. Let D be a splitting 
field for f over C, so f factors in D[X], as f(X) = (X-c,)(X-c2) ... (X-c,), say, 
where k= deg f, c, = c. Thus in D[X], g(X) factors as a product of a certain 
number of the k linear factors of f(X). Thus the coefficients of g(X) are the elemen- 
tary symmetric functions in a certain subset of {c,, c2, . . . , ck). But each f(c,) = 0, 
which shows that the c; are algebraic over A, thus the coefficients of g(X) are 
algebraic over A. But these coefficients are also in B and the only elements of B 
algebraic over A are in A. Thus g(X) EA[X], f(X) 1 g(X) and finally then 
g(X)=f(X). This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
In order not to overly complicate things, from now on, when we apply Theorem 
2 with a particular place P we shall add the assumption that d, the degree of P, is 
relatively prime to n. It follows then by the lemma that the resulting R’also has con- 
stant field K. This is the only use made of the assumption (d, n) = 1. Thus if there 
is some other independent confirmation of the fact that K’= K, this assumption may 
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be dropped. Note now that in the case of Theorem 2 as soon as it is known that 
K’= K, then also 
deg P’ = [Ep, : K’] = [C,. : K] = d. 
If in the situation of Theorem 2, the polynomial F(Y) has n distinct roots in 
R’, then F is separable and R’ is the splitting field over R of a separable poly- 
nomial, hence is galois over R. Let the galois group be G. In this case it is known 
that G operates transitively on the set of places of R’ lying over a given place of R. 
Thus if Q is a place of R and Q’, Q” two places of R’ lying over Q, then Q” = o(Q’) 
for some o E G. Also e(Q’/Q) = e(Q”/Q) and f(Q’/Q) =f(Q”/Q), so these quan- 
tities depend only on Q and may be denoted eQ, fQ, respectively. Furthermore 
vUCo,,(a(z)) = vo,(z) for all z E R’. We now specialize the polynomial F(Y) even 
more. 
Theorem 3. Let R be a function field over K, P a place of K of degree d, and 
F(Y)= Y”+a,_,Y”-‘+ .‘.+a,eR[Y]. Assume that 
(a) (d,n)= 1; 
(b) al,...,a,_]EK; 
(c) a0 has a pole only at P; a, EM= Mp; 
(d) v,(ao)= -m<O and (m,n)= 1. 
Let R’= R(y) be obtained by adjoining a root y of F to R and assume that F has 
n distinct roots in R’. Then [R’ : R] = n, R’ is a function field with constant field K, 
there is a unique place P’ of R’ lying over P, e(P’/P) = n, f (P’/P) = 1 and deg P’= d. 
R’ is galois over R; let G be the galois group and let M’=M,,. Then vp’(y) = -m, 
y E M’ and M’ is G-invariant: a(M’) = M’for o E G. For z E M’, tr(z) EM, where tr 
is the trace from R’ to R. 
Proof. This all follows from our previous results except for the last two sentences (but 
v&y) = -m also follows from Theorem 2). The equation y” + a,_ i y”-’ + ... + a0 = 0 
has coefficients in 0, for every place Q of R, Q # P. Thus y is integral over 0,~) 
hence in every OQr, where Q’ is a place of R’ lying over Q. Since P’ is the only 
place of R’ lying over P, y E M’= ne,+p, O,, . For CJ E G, a(M’) = a(nQ,+p. OQ,) c 
n om(Q’)= Q’#P M’, since as Q’ ranges over all places of R’ not equal to P’, so does 
o(Q’). Thus o(M’)cM’ and applying this also with 0.’ gives a(M) =M’. For any 
ZER’, tr(z)= CoEG a(z) E R. If z E M’, then each o(z) E M’ so that tr(z) E M’ ft R = M. 
This completes the proof. 0 
4. Applications and examples 
As our first application we consider an extension R’ of R obtained by adjoining 
to R an nth root of an element of R. Specifically we assume the following: R is a 
function field over K, n is a positive integer and K contains n distinct n th roots of 
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unity. P is a place of R of degree d, x E M= Mp, vp(x) = -m < 0, (m, n) = 1 and 
(d, n) = 1. Taking F(Y) = Y” -x, adjoin to R a root y of F, so y” =x, to form 
R’= R(y). We are then in a situation to apply Theorem 3; a, = a2 = ... = a,, _ , = 0 E K, 
a”= -x and since (ey)“=y”=x for each nth root of unity E, F has n distinct roots 
in R’. Thus all the conclusions of Theorem 3 hold and we keep the notation P’, M’ 
as there. 
Let U be the group of n n th roots of unity in K. The assumption that UC K means 
that K contains a copy of the cyclotomic field obtained by adjoining a primitive nth 
root of unity to the rational number field when char K = 0, and when char K =p> 0 
that K> [F,, the finite field of q elements, where q is the smallest power of p satis- 
fying q= 1 (mod n). In particular in this latter casepfn so that n#O in K. It is well 
known that U is cyclic and that CEEU E’= n if i=O (mod n) and =0 otherwise, a 
fact we shall soon need. For each E E U, there is an automorphism oE E G, the 
galois group of R’ over R, such that o,(y) =cy and G~(u)=u for PER (for y and 
ey are both roots of the irreducible polynomial F(Y) = Y” -x E R [ Y]). Since 1 U 1 = 
ICI = n, it is easily seen that E + crE is an isomorphism of U with G. Since R’= R(y), 
l,y,...,y”_’ is a basis for R’ over R; every ZE R’ has a unique expression as 
z = C:‘i,t ~,y’ with USER. If the U;E M, then, since y E M’ and M’ is a ring, z E M’. 
But the converse is not necessarily true and we have to determine the conditions on 
the ui to make REM’. We have tr(z) = 1:‘:; U; trb’). But tr(y’) = CCEU(ey)‘= 
Y’ Cct&. As noted above, this shows tr(y’) = 0 for 15 is n - 1 while tr(y’) = n. 
Thus tr(z)=nu,. We now claim: 
z E M’ if and only if for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 and every place 
Q+P, 
/ 
-iv,(x) 
v&f;) 2 ___ 
n . (11) 
To see this, note that yn =x implies nvg,(y) = v~,(x) = evQ(x), where Q’ lies over 
Q, e = e, = e(Q’/Q). Thus vQ,(y) = evo(x)/n. If (11) holds, then 
ievQ (x) 
vQs(uiy’) = evQ(u,) + ~ =e 
c 
ivQ (x) 
n 
vQ(u,)+ __ 
> 
20 
n 
and hence vQ,(z= 1:‘:; u,y’)rO holds for every place Q’# P’. Thus ZEM’. We 
prove the ‘only if’ i.e. the necessity of (1 l), by induction on i. For i=O we have to 
show vQ(z$) 2 0 for all places Q # P. But vQ(uo) = vQ(tr(z)/n) 10, since tr(z) EM 
whenever z E M’. Assume now that 1 I ii n - 1 and that we have already shown for 
ZEM’, j= 0, 1, . . . , i- 1 and a place Q# P, that vQ(uj) 2 -jvQ(x)/n. Then by suffi- 
ciency just proved above, z’= cJ:b UjY” EM’ and hence z-z’= u;y’+ ... + 
u,- 1Y ‘-‘EM’. Thus ty'EM' where t=u;+u,+,y +...+t,,_,yn~‘~‘. Thus for Q’ 
lying over Q, 
iev, (x) 
01 vQ,(fy') = vQ,(f) + ivQ,(y) = "Q,(f) + - 
n ’ 
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so v,,(t)> -ievQ(x)/n = 6, say, a rational number not depending on the particular 
place Q’ lying over Q, but only on Q. If 0 E G, then Q”= o-‘(Q) also lies over Q, 
hence v,.(t)~6. But vpZ,(t) = vo(o(f)), so vC,(o(t))rb. Thus v,,(a(r))>b for all 
LEG, so that tr(t)= CgEG o(t) E R satisfies vg,(tr(t)) 2 b. But vQ,(tr(t)) = ev,(tr(f)) 
so that v,(tr(t))r b/e= -ivy(x)/n. Thus (11) holds for i also and this gives the 
proof by induction. 
We now attempt to use (11) to get a basis for M’. For each i= 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 and 
place Q # P of R, let aQ,; = [ivQ (x)/n]. Clearly aQ,; is an integer 10, aQ,o = 0 alWayS, 
aQ,;=O for all f 1 i vQ(x) =O. Since v~(x) =0 for all but a finite number of places (X 
has only a finite number of zeros), aQ,, - 0 for all i for all but a finite number of 
Q. Also, if vg(x) = 1 - we say then Q is a simple zero of x - ao,;= [i/n] =0 for 
all i=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. (11) may be written -v~(u~)<~v,J(x)/~ and since -vQ(ui) is an 
integer, this yields vg(ui)< -aQ,;. Thus we have: Z= C:‘,: tciyi, U, E R, satisfies 
zEA4’if and only if for all places Q#Pand i=O,l,...,n-1, vo(~~)r~a~,~. Sup- 
pose that for each i, w, is a non-zero element of R. Then setting y,=y’/w,, the y, 
again form a basis for R’ over R. In terms of this basis any ZY E R’ has a unique ex- 
pression, with f, E R, as z = C?i,r f,y;= Cqid (t;/w;)y’. Then u;= ti/w, are the coeffi- 
cients of z with respect to the basis l,y, . . . , y”-’ so that z EM’ if and only if for all 
places Q#Pand i=O,l,...,n-1, vg(t,)-vQ(w,)2-aQi, or vp(fi)>vQ(w,)-aQ,;. 
Thus if for each i we can choose wi E R so that vo(w,) = aa,; for all places Q# P, 
then z, = C:‘,: t,y; EM’ if and only if vQ(tj)?O for all i and all Q# P, i.e. if and 
only if each t;EM, so that ye, y,, . . . , y,_ l is then a basis for M’ over M. 
We now seek the w,. Since vQ(w,)=aQ,;rO for all Q#P, w,EM, hence 
v,(w;) = -a;, say, where ai is an integer 20. Thus the divisor (w,) of wi is deter- 
mined as (wi)=Aj/PUf where Aj= ne+,, Q““,‘. The integer a, is already uniquely 
determined by the condition deg(w;) =O, so that deg(Puf)= deg(A,), or da, = 
Cp+paQi deg(Q). Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
the wi is that for each i, defining 
a, must be an integer and the divisor Aj/Puf must be a principal divisor (the 
disivor of a function). In general it is difficult to determine when this occurs. Note 
that ai is certainly an integer when d = 1. The simplest case is when x has only sim- 
ple zeros: vQ(x) = 0 or 1 for every place Q# P. Then as we have noted, all aQ,; = 0, 
so a,=0 and the divisor A,/P”’ is just the unit divisor, the divisor of the constant 
function i. Thus when x has simple zeros we can take each w, = 1 and we have that 
l,Y, . . ..Y C’ is a basis for M’ over M. Another case is when, assuming all a, to be 
integers, R has the property that every divisor is principal. This occurs for example 
when R =K(t), the field of rational functions over K in a transcendental t; the genus 
g=O in this case. 
In any event, assume the w, exist as described. With y, =y’/w; we have a basis for 
M’ over M. Since vpJ(y) = -m, vpr(y,) = -im + no,= -mi (mod n). Since (m, n) = 1, 
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it follows that the numbers mi= -v,,(y;) form a complete set of residues mod n. 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold with /ni = mi - na,. Using that theorem and 
(8) we summarize the main results of our discussion. 
Theorem 4. Let R be a function field over K, n a positive integer, K containing n 
n th roots of unity. Let P be a place of R of degree d, x E M= M,,, v,(x) = -m < 0, 
(m,n)= 1 and (d,n)= 1. Let R’=R(y) where y”=x, M’=M,,, P’ being the unique 
place of R ‘ lying over P. If x has only simple zeros in R - ve(x) = 1 whenever 
vo(x)>O- then l,y,...,y “P ’ is a basis for M’ over M, the integers mi of Theorem 
1 -are mi, 0 I is n - 1, and the genus of R’ is given by 
g’= 
d(m - l)(n - 1) 
2 
+(d- l)(n- l)+ng. 
where g is the genus of R. If x does not have only simple zeros, assume R = K(t ), 
g=Oandset,fori=O,l,..., n-l, 
If each ai is an integer, then M’ has a basis over M and the integers mi of Theorem 
1 are mi - nai. The genus of R’ is then 
d(m - l)(n - 1) lip I 
g’x 
2 
-d c a,+(d- l)(n- 1). 0 
I = 0 
We now consider some examples. Let R = K(t), g = 0. The places Q of R, except 
one, are in one-to-one correspondence with the manic irreducible polynomials 
F(t) E K [t] and deg(Q) = degree of the polynomial F(t). There is one more place ‘at 
infinity’ denoted P, for which v,=(t) = - 1 and deg P, = 1. A non-constant XE K [t] 
has the form x=cF,(t)bl . . . F,(t)“’ where c#O is a constant, F,, . . . . Fr are distinct 
manic irreducible polynomials and b,, . . . , 6,. are positive integers. If Q, corresponds 
to Fi, 1 ajar, then va,(x) = bJ and V,=(X) = -m where m= Ci=, bjdeg(Q,) is the 
degree of the polynomial x. Thus x E M = Mp_. Assume now n ‘is a positive integer, 
(n, m) = 1, and that K contains the nth roots of unity. Since d= deg P, = 1, we 
have (d,n) = 1 and R’= R(y), where yn=x, has [R’ : R] =n and constant field K. x 
has simple zeros iff all the b,= 1 and in this case we have that the genus of R’ 
is just g’= (m - l)(n - 1)/2. If not all the bj= 1, then we have to introduce ai= 
C;=, [ib,/n] deg Qj, i=O, 1, . . . . n - 1 and then g’=(m- l)(n- 1)/2- CyiC: a;. 
For a concrete example, say x= t(t’- l)‘(t’- 3), R’= R(y) where y4=x. We 
assume that the polynomials t2-2, t’- 3 are irreducible in K[t] and that K con- 
tains the 4th roots of unity. There are many such K, e.g. K= Q(m), the ‘gaussian 
field’ or K= [F,, the field of 5 elements. Let Q1 correspond to t, Q2 to t2- 2 and Q3 
to t2 - 3; deg Q, = 1, deg Q2= deg Qj = 2. x has a pole of under 7 at infinity, 
v,_(x) = -7. Thus m = 7, n = 4. We have vQ,(x) = 1, vQz(x) = 2, vQ,(x) = 1. Since the 
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only Q which make a contribution to ai are those where vQ(x)> 1, we have here 
that ai = [(i x 2)/4] x 2 = 2[i/2], arising from [ivQz(x)/4]deg Q2. Thus ai = 0, 0,2,2 
for i=O,1,2,3 and the genus of R’is g’=(7-1)(4-1)/2-(2+2)=5. We now use 
Theorem 1 to get the gaps at PL, the place in R’ lying over P,. Since d= 1 and 
g= 0, the only gaps occur in the sets H,:, = {mj-jn 1 j= 1,2, . . . , [mj/n]}. The 
numbers m;=mi-naj=7i-4aj=0,7,6, 13 and [m;/n] =O, 1,1,3, for i=O, 1,2,3 
respectively. Thus H;,_={7-4=3}, Hi,-={6-4=2} and Hi,-={13-4=9, 
13-8=5,13-12=1} and the gaps at Pk are 1,2,3,5,9, each of size 1. Now we 
determine the gaps at another place of R’. Since Y4= t(t2-2)2(t2-3), dividing by 
(t* - 3)’ gives z4 = w where 
Y t(t2 - 2)2 z=----- 
t2-3 ’ 
w= 
(A3)3 . 
Clearly R’= R(y) = R(z). Now vp,(w) = 1, vQ2(w) =2, v,-(w) = 1, are the zeros of w 
andvp,(w)=-3, w~iV~,,d=degQ,=2.Soforz~=wwehavem=3,n=4,d=2. 
(m, n) = (3,4) = 1 while (d, n) =(2,4) =2> 1 but this may be ignored since our 
previous analysis of y4 = x already showed that K is the constant field of R’. Thus 
R’ has now a unique place Q; of degree 2 lying over Q3. To see if M’=MQ; has a 
basis we have to find the integers ai. Again the only contribution to a, comes from 
Q2 where vB1(w) = 2. Thus ai = +[2i/4] x 2 = [i/2] = O,O, 1, 1 for i = 0, 1,2,3; ‘luckily’ 
the a, turn out to be integers. Applying the last formula of Theorem 4 we get 
~‘=2(3-1)(4-1)/2-2(1+l)+(2-1)(4-1)=5,asitshouldbe.Tofindthegapsat 
Q; we need m,=1ni-na~=3i-4a,=0,3,2,5 for i=O,1,2,3, respectively and 
[m,/n] = O,O, 0,l respectively. The only non-empty H,: _ is for i = 3 containing the 
simple gap 5 -4= 1 of size 2. For i= 1,2,3 there are also the gaps H;,= {m,}, 
giving the gaps 3,2,5 of size d- 1 = 1. Thus the gaps at Q; are 1,2,3,5 of sizes 
2, 1, 1, 1, respectively. 
As a final example of this kind, again with R =K(t), g=O, let Y” = 1 -t”, 
R’= R(y), where we assume K contains the n th roots of unity. Thus R’= K(t, y), 
y” + t” = 1 so R’ can be called the ‘Fermat function field’. Here x= 1 - tn, 
v,=(x)= -n is the only pole, but then m =n so our theory does not immediately 
apply. But l-t”=-(l”-l)=-n,EU (t-c), U the group of nth roots of unity. For 
each E E U let PC be the place of degree 1 of R corresponding to I-E. Now 
Y n (-l)n’(t-&) (-1 - t-1 (t_ l)n-I = w, 
say, where fl‘ indicates that the product is over all EE U, E# 1. Let z=Y/(t- l), 
R’= R(y) = R(z) and zn= w. vP,(w) = -(n - 1) is the only pole of w and w has sim- 
ple zeros at the P,, E # 1. Thus we are in the first case of Theorem 4, m = n - 1 is 
relatively prime to n, d = deg P, = 1. The genus of R’ is then g’= (n - 2)(n - 1)/2. 
Let P,‘be the place of R’over P,, M’=M,;, then 1,z,z2,...,znP’ is a basis for M’. 
For i=O,l,...,n-1, m;=mi=(n-1)iand [m,/n]=[(n-l)i/n]=[i-i/n]. This is 0 
for i=O, 1 and i- 1 for i=2, . . . . n-l. Weassumethatnr3,sinceforn=1,2,g’=O 
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and there are no gaps at P,‘. Thus the gaps at P,’ are the integers (n - l)i-jn for 
j= 1,2 ,..., i-l, i=2,3 )...) n-l. In particular for i=n-1, j=l, (n-l)‘-n= 
n2 - 3n + 1 = 2g’- 1 is a gap, as noted at the end of Section 2. A similar analysis 
shows that the same gaps are obtained at each PL, the unique place of R’ lying over 
PC, for each E E U. For the case K of characteristic zero these were obtained by 
Hasse [5]. From the fact that 2g’- 1 is a gap it is clear that each Pi is a Weierstrass 
point and Hasse raised the question of finding all the Weierstrass points. This is still 
an open problem, see the article of Rohrlich [6]. 
As our second class of examples we consider the analogue of y” =x where n is 
divisible by the characteristic p>O of K, namely y” -y=x with n a power of p. 
Somewhat surprisingly this turns out to be a much simpler case. 
Theorem 5. Let p be a prime number, n a power of p, [F, the finite field of n 
elements. Let R be a function field over the constant field K with [F,cK. Let P be 
u place of R of degree d, x E M= Mp , v,(x) = -m < 0 and assume p fm, pJid. Let 
R’= R(y) with y” - y =x. Then R’ is a function field with constant field K, 
[R’ : R] = n and is fully ramified at a place P’ over P, deg P’ = d. Let M’ =M,,,. 
Then l,y,y2 ,..., y”-’ IS a basis for M’ over M and Theorem 1 applies with the in- 
tegers m, = mi, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. In particular the genus g’ of R’ is 
g’=d(m- l)(n- 1)/2+(d- l)(n- l)+ng, 
g being the genus of R. 
Proof. p{m implies (m, n) = 1, similarly (d, n) = 1. F(Y) = Y” - Y-x E R [ Y] satisfies 
conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 3. For (x E 5, C K, F(y + a) = (y + a)” - (y + o) -x = 
y”+cr’-y-a-x=F(y)=O, since a’=(~, so F has n distinct roots in R’. Thus all 
the conclusions of Theorem 3 follow. Let G be the galois group of R’ over R. For 
each c! E IF,, there is a (T, E G such that a,(y) = y + Q and it easily is seen that [Y + 0, 
is an isomorphism of the additive group of [F,, with G. Now 1, y, . . . , y”- ’ is a basis 
for R’ over R. We need to calculate tr(y’) for i=O, l,...,n-1. For i=O, yO=l, 
tr(l)=n=O in K. For i>O, 
where (j) is the binomial coefficient. Let Sj= CaEI &. For j=O each term in the 
sum is 1, so So = n = 0. For j> 0 the contribution of &‘= 0 to the sum is 0 and S, is the 
sum of thejth powers of the n - 1 non-zero elements of [F,. As these form the group 
of(n-l)throotsofunityin[F,,thesumisOforj<n-landisn-l=-lforj=n-l. 
Thus tr(y’)=O for Olisn-2 and tr(ynm’)=-1. To show that l,y,...,y”-’ is a 
basis for M’ we need to show that if Z= C:<d ujyi, U;E R, then ZEM’ iff all u;EM. 
Clearly if all u, E MC M’, then, since y EM’ and M’ a ring, we have z E M’. Con- 
versely, let z EM’. Then tr(z) EM; but tr(z) = Cy:,r u, tr(y’) = -u,_ , , hence 
u,_,EM. Hence z’=z-uU,_,yn~‘~M’ and also ~~y+...+u~_~y”~‘=z’y~M’. 
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Thus u, _2 EM and continuing in this way we get u, + . . . , ul, u. EM. The rest now 
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the lemma after it. 0 
It is quite remarkable that in this case the zeros of x play absolutely no role. For 
example, with K, n as in the theorem, R = K(t), g=O, xeK[t] a polynomial of 
degree m, as long as pf’m, the genus of R’= R(y), y” -y =x, is g’= (m - l)(n - 1)/2. 
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